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Abstract

The Boston mechanism (BOS) is widely used for the assignment of students
to schools. Yet, BOS is highly manipulable and, therefore, may lead to Pareto
inferior assignments. We propose a new indirect matching mechanism (UPBOS)
that is a slight variant of BOS. UPBOS is less manipulable than BOS in impor-
tant ways. Primarily, students always have a best reply featuring truthful reported
preference. This property implies that UPBOS is not manipulable in the sense of
Pathak and Sönmez (2013). The lower manipulability of UPBOS helps reaching
more efficient assignments than those reached by BOS. We show that each equi-
librium of BOS is associated to a set of equilibria of UPBOS , all of which are
Pareto superior. UPBOS generalizes to a class of mechanisms whose members are
even less manipulable than UPBOS .
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1 Introduction

Two school choice mechanisms are predominantly used in practice: the Deferred Accep-
tance mechanism (DA) and the Boston mechanism (BOS). The assignment reached
by BOS is Pareto efficient if students report truthfully their preference. Unfortunately,
BOS is highly manipulable (Abdulkadiroğlu and Sönmez, 2003), which makes truth-
ful reporting unlikely in most cases. In contrast, DA is non-manipulable and reaches
the most efficient stable assignment. What is more, the equilibria of BOS are Pareto
dominated by the assignment reached by DA (Ergin and Sönmez, 2006). These early
theoretical results pushed scholars to defend the adoption of DA.

Despites the enthusiasm of scholars for DA, BOS is still widely used.1 The case of
Seattle is particularly striking: Seattle’s authorities decided to re-adopt BOS in 2011
after having used DA for about a decade.2 What could explain the persistent use of
BOS despites the apparent theoretical superiority of DA? One reason that has been put
forward is that, in incomplete information settings, BOS allows expressing the intensity
of preferences, thereby leading to higher expected utilities than DA (Abdulkadiroğlu
et al., 2011; Troyan, 2012). Another reason is that the number of students receiving one
of their first choices is often used (particularly in the media) as a metric of the students’
satisfaction (see e.g. Abdulkadiroglu et al. (2009)). So, BOS might be favored by
officials because it assigns many students to their first reported choices.

Recognizing the need to reduce the manipulability of BOS without changing its
main characteristics, a burgeoning literature studies variants of BOS.3 These variants
include SKIPBOS (Miralles, 2008; Dur, 2018; Mennle and Seuken, 2015; Harless, 2017),
SECBOS (Dur et al., 2015), the Parallel mechanisms (Chen and Kesten, 2017) and the
Taiwan mechanisms (Dur et al., 2018).4 This body of research shows that these variants
are (to some extent) less manipulable than BOS and may also enjoy better stability or
efficiency properties than BOS.

In this paper, we propose a new indirect mechanism (UPBOS ), which is a natural
variant of BOS. We show that UPBOS is sharply less manipulable than both BOS and
the variants of BOS listed above, at least in the sense of Pathak and Sönmez (2013).
This is because students can always best reply by truthfully reporting their preference.
As a byproduct of its low manipulability, UPBOS yields a higher efficiency than BOS.
Our main result shows that each Nash outcome of BOS is associated to a set of Nash
outcome of UPBOS , all of which are Pareto superior. UPBOS generalizes to a class
of mechanisms whose members can be ranked as a function of manipulability. BOS
and UPBOS are the two most manipulable mechanisms of this class. These results
suggest that our indirect mechanisms may constitute an appealing quick fix to the high
manipulability of BOS and a way to increase efficiency.

Why is BOS so manipulable? The particularity of BOS is that the implicit priority
of a student at a school depends on its rank in her reported preference. The smaller the
rank, the higher the implicit priority. A student can be denied a school seat given to

1 For instance, Dur et al. (2015) report that US school districts using BOS include Cambridge, MA;
Charlotte-Mecklenburg, NC; Denver, CO; Miami- Dade, FL; Minneapolis, MN; Tampa-St. Petersburg,
FL; as well as Seattle.

2 See Al Roth’s platform http://marketdesigner.blogspot.com/2011/12/seattle-backs-away-from-
transparent.html.

3 Officials in charge of the assignment of students to schools try to avoid mechanisms that are too
manipulable. For instance, Pathak and Sönmez (2013) document that several US districts decided to
shift to less manipulable mechanisms. Manipulable mechanisms such as BOS may hurt students who
have more difficulties at strategizing (Pathak and Sonmez, 2008). If socially disadvantaged students
use less sophisticated strategies, manipulable mechanisms hurt this group more.

4 The earliest proposal is to let the algorithm skip exhausted schools. Several aspects of this modified
algorithm (SKIPBOS) have been studied by Miralles (2008), Dur (2018), Mennle and Seuken (2015) or
yet Harless (2017). Another variant (SECBOS) secures any school at which a student has top-priority
(Dur et al., 2015). Then, the Parallel mechanisms, a class of hybrid mechanisms between BOS and DA,
constitute a third alternative, which is used for college admission in China (Chen and Kesten, 2017).
The Parallel mechanisms let students rank schools within choice bands, each containing several schools.
The priority of a student at a school is affected by the choice band in which she reports the school,
but not by its exact rank inside the choice band. Finally, another class of hybrid mechanisms between
BOS and DA is used in Taiwan (Dur et al., 2018), where priorities are based on the students’ scores
at an admissions exam. In the Taiwan mechanisms, points are deducted from an applicant’s score with
larger penalties for lower ranked choices.
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another student with lower pre-existing priority, simply because she did not rank this
school first in her reported preference. Yet, if the student ranks the school first, she
cannot be rejected from this school by another student with lower pre-existing priority.
By ranking the school first, the student “protects” her pre-existing priority at this school.
A typical heuristic for the student is to select a school at which she believes she has a
good chance and rank this school first. Therefore, if a student using this heuristic has
little chance of being assigned to her favorite school, her reported preference does not
correspond to her true preference.

In UPBOS , the implicit priority of a student at a school also depends on its rank
in her reported preference, except for one “protected” school. In UPBOS , students are
asked to report an ordinal ranking of schools and to signal a protected school. A student
cannot be rejected from her protected school by another student with lower pre-existing
priority. Importantly, her pre-existing priority is protected regardless of the rank of her
protected school in her reported preference. This is in contrast to BOS that constrains
students to rank first the school at which they wish to protect their pre-existing priority.
Given that our mechanism decouples protection from first rank, we call it unconstrained
protection BOS, i.e. UPBOS .

The unconstrained protection offered by UPBOS sharply reduces its manipulability.
The typical heuristic presented above can be changed as follows: in UPBOS the student
should select a school at which she believes she has a good chance and protect this
school. The reported preference can then be truthful. We show that, in the UPBOS

game, students always have a best reply featuring a truthful reported preference. This
implies that UPBOS is not manipulable in the sense of Pathak and Sönmez (2013).
Most of the variants of BOS listed above are also less PS-manipulable than BOS. Yet,
such results should be interpreted with caution. Indeed, PS-manipulability comparisons
do not reveal the extent of the manipulability improvements. As we explain below,
BOS is extremely PS-manipulable. So mechanisms that are less PS-manipulable than
BOS can still be highly PS-manipulable. This is not the case of UPBOS , which is not
PS-manipulable (hence, less PS-manipulable than these other variants of BOS).

We provide for UPBOS additional results revealing that rationality rules out many
re-rankings emerging from the typical heuristic in BOS. Consider for instance the
strategy played by a student who protects a school at which she has a good chance and
constructs her reported preference by re-ranking this school upwards. In UPBOS , this
strategy is dominated by the alternative strategy for which she protects the same school
and reports her preference truthfully.

The fact that rationality pushes students to avoid focal re-rankings helps reach more
efficient assignments. The reason is that re-rankings may lead to Pareto dominated
assignments. Thus, the manipulability of BOS reduces its efficiency.

When information is complete, any NE-outcome of BOS is associated to a set of NE-
outcome of UPBOS who are supported by the same implicit priorities. This association
reflects the similarity of UPBOS and BOS from a strategic perspective: students must
anticipate the implicit priorities of their opponents and promote their implicit priority
at the schools they like. Because of this similarity, we may expect that students reach in
UPBOS a NE-outcome that is associated to the NE-outcome they would reach in BOS.
If this is the case, then UPBOS reaches a higher efficiency than BOS because the NE-
outcomes of BOS are Pareto dominated by their associated NE-outcome of UPBOS .
In particular, if a NE-outcomes of BOS is not Pareto efficient, then UPBOS has an
associated NE-outcome that strictly dominates it.

When information is incomplete, we show by means of an example that the manip-
ulability advantage of UPBOS can still help improve the efficiency of BOS. The reason
is that UPBOS allows students to express the intensity of their preferences without re-
ranking schools. In our example, this feature reduces the probability to reach Pareto
dominated assignments. In contrast, students must re-rank schools in order to express
the intensity of their preferences in BOS.

Finally, UPBOS generalizes to a class of mechanisms that differ only by the number
of schools students can protect. This family admits BOS and DA as extreme members.
Except for BOS, all members of this family are not PS-manipulable. Furthermore, the
larger the number of protected schools, the more numerous “truthfulness constraints”
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are placed by rationality on the reported preference. As a result, the manipulability of
these mechanisms decreases with the number of schools students can protect.

A related literature studies variants of DA, which always aim at increasing the
efficiency of DA (Erdil and Ergin, 2008; Kesten, 2010). One key difference between
variants of BOS and variants of DA is that, in the latter case, the reported preference
does not affect priority. The variant of DA most closely related to UPBOS is the Choice
Augmented DA mechanism (CADA) of Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2015). This indirect
mechanism let students select a target school that influences how they are treated in
priority ties. However, UPBOS is different from CADA. First, the reported preference
influences implicit priorities in UPBOS but not in CADA. Second, when pre-existing
priorities are strict, CADA is equivalent to DA.

The document is organized as follows. The basic model is presented in Section 2.
Mechanisms BOS, DA and UPBOS are presented in Section 3. The manipulability of
UPBOS is studied in Section 4. The efficiency of UPBOS is studied in Section 5. A
family of indirect mechanisms generalizing UPBOS is presented in Section 6. Concluding
remarks are presented in Section 7.

2 Basic model and notation

The basic model is standard. There is a finite set of schools S := {s1, . . . , sm} and a
finite set of students T := {t1, . . . , tn} with m,n ≥ 2.

A typical school is denoted by sj , or sometimes s. Every school sj ∈ S has a capacity
qj and a (pre-existing) priority ordering Fj . Priorities Fj are linear orderings on the
students in T . Capacity qj measures the number of seats available at school sj . We say
that ti has top-priority at school s if ti is among the qs students with highest priority
at school s. A set of schools S̄ ⊆ S is in oversupply if, the schools in S̄ can together
host all the students, i.e.,

∑
sj∈S̄ qj ≥ n. We assume that no set of two schools is in

oversupply, i.e. qs + qs′ < n for all {s, s′} ⊆ S. Profiles of priorities and quotas are fixed
but arbitrary throughout the paper.

A generic student is denoted by ti, or sometimes t. Every student ti has an (ordinal)
preference Ri, which is a linear ordering on S∪{ti}. A strict preference of ti for s over s′

is denoted s Pi s
′, while s Ri s

′ denotes a weak preference, allowing for s = s′. A school
s ∈ S is acceptable for ti if s Ri ti. To avoid trivialities, all students find at least one
school acceptable. The domain of all preferences of ti respecting this constraint is Ri.

For any a ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, school Ri(a) is the school ranked in a-th position in Ri.
A preference profile R := (R1, . . . , Rn) is a list of the preference of every ti ∈ T ,

and the domain of all preference profiles is R := ×ti∈TRi. For a given preference profile
R, the list containing the preferences of everyone but ti is R−i.

A school choice problem is a tuple π = (T, S, q, R, F ).
An assignment is a function µ : T → S ∪ T that matches every student with a

school or with herself. For simplicity, we abuse the notation and write the assignment
of ti in µ as µi = µ(ti) ∈ S ∪ {ti}. An assignment is feasible if no school exceeds its
capacity, i.e., for all sj ∈ S, #{ti ∈ T | µi = sj} ≤ qj , where for any set A, #A denotes
the cardinality of A.

An assignment µ is Pareto efficient if there exists no other feasible assignment µ′

such that

µ′
i Ri µi, for all ti ∈ T, and

µ′
k Pk µk, for some tk ∈ T.

A student-school pair (t, sj) is blocking in assignment µ if t prefers sj to µ(t) and
there exists t′ with µ(t′) = sj and t Fj t′. An assignment µ is stable if it satisfies

(No unjustified envy) µ contains no blocking pairs,

(Individual rationality) no student ti is assigned to an unacceptable school, and

(Non wastefulness) no student prefers a school with an available seat to her assignment,
that is there exists no ti ∈ T and sj ∈ S such that sj Pi µi and there are less than qj
students assigned to sj in µ.
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A direct (school choice) mechanism M associates every profile of reported prefer-
ences Q := (Q1, . . . , Qn) ∈ R with a feasible assignment µ. The notation and terminol-
ogy for preferences extend to reported preferences : (i) s Qi s

′ means that ti reports s
weakly before s′ in Qi (where possibly s = s′), (ii) school s ∈ S is reported by ti in Qi

if s Qi ti (iii) s ∈ Qi if s is reported in Qi, (iv) for all a, Qi(a) is the school reported in
a-th position in Qi and (v) Q−i is the list of reported preferences of every student but
ti.

For any Q and any ti, the assignment of ti under M(Q) is denoted by Mi(Q). Student
ti is assigned in M given Q if Mi(Q) 6= ti and unassigned if Mi(Q) = ti.

3 Two mechanisms

In this section we describe the Boston mechanism as well as our variant.

The direct mechanism BOS

As noticed by Ergin and Sönmez (2006) and Dur et al. (2015), the Boston algorithm can
be described from the Deferred Acceptance algorithm. Let DA(Q,F ) be the assignment
reached by the Deferred Acceptance algorithm with reported preferences Q and pre-
existing priorities F . The well-known DA algorithm is described in Appendix 7.1.

For any student ti, any strategy Qi and any school s, we define the priority rank

rBOS
s (Qi) as the rank of school s in ranking Qi. The assignment reached by the Boston

algorithm with reported preferences Q and pre-existing priorities F is DA(Q,FBOS),
where the implicit priority profile FBOS is defined for any s ∈ S and any two
ti, tk ∈ T as

• ti F
BOS
s tk if rBOS

s (Qi) < rBOS
s (Qk),

• ti F
BOS
s tk ⇔ ti Fs tk otherwise.

The new indirect mechanism UPBOS

We propose an indirect (school choice) mechanism, that we call Unconstrained Protec-
tion BOS, or UPBOS . In UPBOS , the report (or “strategy”) of any student ti is a pair
σi = (Qi, xi) ∈ Ri × S ∪ {ti} where Qi is a reported preference (i.e. an ordinal ranking
on schools) and xi is typically a school. School xi is called ti’s protected school and
all other schools are ti’s unprotected schools.

For any student ti, any strategy σi = (Qi, xi) and any school s, we define the priority

rank rUP
s (σi). This rank is defined as rUP

s (σi) = 0 if xi = s. Otherwise, rUP
s (σi) is

the rank of school s in ranking Qi among ti’s unprotected schools. Hence, there are
rUP
s (σi)−1 other unprotected schools ranked above the unprotected school s in Qi. For

example, if Qi : s1 s2 s3 ti and xi = s2, we have that rUP
s1

(σi) = 1, rUP
s2

(σi) = 0 and
rUP
s3

(σi) = 2. Observe that the definition of rUP
s (σi) boils down to rBOS

s (Qi) when no
school is protected (xi = ti).

The assignment reached by UPBOS with strategy profile σ = (Q, x) and pre-existing
priorities F is DA(Q,FUP ), where the implicit priority profile FUP is defined for
any s ∈ S and any two ti, tk ∈ T as

• ti F
UP
s tk if rUP

s (σi) < rUP
s (σk),

• ti F
UP
s tk ⇔ ti Fs tk otherwise.

Both for BOS and UPBOS , the pre-existing priority of a student ti is only protected
at the school s to which her strategy confers the smallest priority rank. In BOS, the
smallest priority rank is attributed to the school ranked first in Qi, while in UPBOS

the smallest priority rank is attributed to xi. The fundamental difference between the
two mechanisms is that, unlike BOS, mechanism UPBOS does not constrain students
to rank first the school at which they wish to protect their pre-existing priority.

An algorithmic description of UPBOS is provided in Appendix 7.1.
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Games of school choice

Given F and q, a pair (M,R) defines a strategic form game known as a game of

school choice (Ergin and Sönmez, 2006). If M is a direct mechanism, then a strategy
for student ti is σi = Qi. If M is the indirect mechanism UPBOS , then a strategy is
σi = (Qi, xi). Given mechanism M , strategy σi is a best reply to σ−i if

Mi(σi, σ−i) Ri Mi(σ
′
i, σ−i), for all σ′

i.

A Nash equilibrium (NE) is a profile of mutual best replies. Strategy σi is a (weakly)
dominant strategy if

Mi(σi, σ−i) Ri Mi(σ
′
i, σ−i), for all σ−i and all σ′

i.

Strategy σi is a dominated strategy if for some σ′
i and all σ−i, either

Mi(σ
′
i, σ−i) = Mi(σi, σ−i), or

Mi(σ
′
i, σ−i) Pi Mi(σi, σ−i).

Strategy σi is undominated if it is not dominated.

4 Strategic aspects in UPBOS

BOS and UPBOS define different games of school choice. One major drawback of the
BOS game is that students have strong incentives to re-rank schools. The possibility
in the UPBOS game to protect the priority at a school independently of its rank in the
reported preference strongly softens the incentives to re-rank schools. In this section, we
formalize this insight by characterizing some properties of best replies and dominated
strategies.

Manipulability of UPBOS : best replies

First, we compare the manipulability of UPBOS with that of BOS and several of its
variants using the criterion proposed by Pathak and Sönmez (2013). Pathak and Son-
mez (PS) propose a criterion yielding a partial ranking of the manipulability of direct
mechanisms. They say that mechanism M is manipulable by ti in problem π if ti does
not have a truthful best reply when other students are truthful, i.e. there is Q′

i such
that

Mi(Q
′
i, R−i) Pi Mi(Ri, R−i).

Then, mechanism M ′ is at least as PS-manipulable as M if, whenever M can be
manipulated by a student, there is at least one student who can manipulate M ′ in the
same problem. In turn, mechanism M ′ is more PS-manipulable than M if M ′ is at
least as manipulable as M but the converse is not true.

We extend the PS criterion in order to compare direct mechanisms with UPBOS .
To do so, we must specify what it means for UPBOS to be manipulable by a student.
In line with PS, we focus on the ordinal ranking on schools reported in the students’
strategies. A student has an incentive to manipulate her reported ranking if it yields
her a better assignment than all assignments she can get when reporting truthfully.
Formally, we say that UPBOS is ordinally manipulable by ti in problem π if ti does
not have a truthful best-reply, i.e. for some σ−i = (R−i, x−i) there is σ′

i such that

UPBOSi(σ
′
i, σ−i) Pi UPBOSi((Ri, xi), σ−i) for all xi.

This definition is conservative in the sense that we consider UPBOS to be manipulable
by ti as soon as there exists one report σ−i by the other students for which ti has
an incentive to misreport. Observe that the definitions of manipulability and ordinal
manipulability are equivalent when applied to a direct mechanism, for which students
do not report a protected school. Then, the direct mechanism M is at least as PS-

manipulable as UPBOS if, whenever UPBOS is ordinally manipulable by a student,
there is at least one student who can manipulate M in the same problem. The definition
of the strict manipulability comparison follows.
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Proposition 1 (BOS more PS-manipulable than UPBOS ).
BOS is more PS-manipulable than UPBOS .

Proof. See Appendix 7.2. �

Proposition 1 reveals that UPBOS is less PS-manipulable than BOS. The signif-
icance of this proposition is limited by two considerations. First, any mechanism less
PS-manipulable than BOS can still be highly PS-manipulable. Indeed, there are good
reasons to believe that BOS is extremely PS-manipulable, i.e. there are very few prob-
lems for which no student can manipulate BOS. The reason is as follows. No student
can manipulate BOS only if the assignment under truthful report is stable (Ergin and
Sönmez, 2006). Also, the assignment of BOS under truthful report is efficient (Abdulka-
diroğlu and Sönmez, 2003). Therefore, the existence of an efficient and stable assignment
is a necessary condition for a problem to have no student who can manipulate BOS. As
recently shown by Che and Tercieux (2015), an efficient and stable assignment (almost)
never exists in large markets where preferences are correlated.

Second, virtually all alternative variants of BOS proposed in the literature share this
property. This is for instance the case of SECBOS or the Parallel mechanisms (Dur
et al., 2015; Chen and Kesten, 2017).

Proposition 2 (Alternative variants are more PS-manipulable than UPBOS).
SKIPBOS, SECBOS, the Parallel mechanisms and the Taiwan mechanism are more
PS-manipulable than UPBOS .

Proof. See Appendix 7.3. �

Proposition 2 reveals that UPBOS is less PS-manipulable than these variants. Thus,
officials concerned by the PS-manipulability of BOS have a reason to prefer UPBOS

over alternative variants of BOS. Yet, these two propositions do not quantify by how
much UPBOS reduces the PS-manipulability of BOS. We now show that this reduction
is drastic in the sense that UPBOS is not PS-manipulable.

We say that school s is accessible to ti given the profile σ−i if there exists a
strategy σi such that Mi(σi, σ−i) = s. In BOS, ti best replies to Q−i by identifying her
preferred accessible school s′ and ranking it first. The reason is that ranking school s′

first is the only way for ti to protect her priority at s′. In UPBOS , provided that she
protects s′, a student can always best reply by reporting truthfully her preference. So
ti can protect her priority at s′ and, at the same time, report the schools she prefers to
s′ above this school.

We illustrate this using the school choice problem presented in (1). Each school has
a unique seat. For visual convenience, the schools at which a student has top-priority
are starred.

R1 R2 R3 R4

s
∗
1

s
∗
2

s1 s3
s2
s3

F1 F2 F3

t1 t2 t1
t3
t4

(1)

First, consider the BOS game. By Theorem 1 in Ergin and Sönmez (2006), the
set of NE-outcomes is the set of stable assignments. The NE QBOS presented below
supports the unique stable assignment (in bold). Students t1, t2 and t4 have a unique
acceptable school. Their dominant strategy is to report only this school. t1 and t2 are
assigned to s1 and s2 because they have top-priority at these schools. So s1 and s2 are
not accessible for t3. As t3 has higher priority than t4 at s3, school s3 is accessible to
t3. The best reply of t3 is to rank s3 first in order to protect her priority at s3. Given
QBOS , the implicit priority order at school s3 is FBOS

3 : t3 t4 · · · . If t3 does not re-rank
s3 upwards, then t4 would get a higher implicit priority than t3 at s3, and t3 would end
up unassigned.
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QBOS
1 QBOS

2 QBOS
3 QBOS

4

s∗1 s∗2 s3 s3
s1
s2

QUP
1 QUP

2 QUP
3 QUP

4

ŝ∗1 ŝ∗2 s1 ŝ3
s2
ŝ3

Second, consider the UPBOS game. Again, the stable assignment is the unique
NE-outcome of UPBOS . The NE σ = (QUP

i , xi)ti∈T presented above, where protected
schools are shown with a hat for visual convenience, supports the stable assignment.
It is a dominant strategy for t1, t2 and t4 to protect the only school that they report
(see Proposition 9). Again, the preferred accessible school of t3 is s3. As t3 protects s3,
the implicit priority order at school s3 is also FUP

3 : t3 t4 · · · , regardless of the ordinal
ranking submitted by t3. Therefore, strategy σ3 = (QUP

3 , s3) where QUP
3 is truthful is a

best reply for t3.
We now formalize this intuition. Lemma 1 is key for the strategic analysis of the

UPBOS game.

Lemma 1 (Alternative strategies guaranteeing accessible school).
If s = UPBOS i(σi, σ−i) for some σi and σ−i, then for any σ′

i = (Q′
i, x

′
i) such that

rUP
s (σ′

i) ≤ rUP
s (σi) we have UPBOS i(σ

′
i, σ−i) Q

′
i s.

Proof. See Appendix 7.4. �

Lemma 1 implies that, if school s is accessible to ti given σ−i, then any strategy
σ′
i = (Q′

i, s) guarantees that ti is assigned to a school she reports (weakly) above s in
Q′

i. In particular, if the ordinal ranking Q′
i is the true preference Ri, then ti cannot be

assigned to a school she deems worse than s when playing σ′
i.

Proposition 3 (Best-reply in truthful ordinal ranking).
Take any ti ∈ T and any strategy profile σ−i by other students, student ti has a best-reply
in UPBOS of the form σi = (Ri, xi).

Proof. See Appendix 7.5. �

Proposition 3 implies that UPBOS is not PS-manipulable.5 So the manipulability
reduction of UPBOS is sizable. The significance of UPBOS being non PS-manipulable
is again limited by two considerations.

First, the PS-criterion captures some relevant aspects of manipulability, but certainly
not all of them. Reporting a truthful ranking is not a dominant strategy in the UPBOS

game. Proposition 3 only shows that reporting a truthful ordinal ranking is a focal
possibility for students who (try to) best reply to their opponents’ strategies. Yet, a
simple heuristic for students playing the UPBOS game emerges from Proposition 3:
protect your preferred accessible school and report your preference truthfully. This
general advice makes truthful report a particularly salient option for students.

Second, best-replying with a truthful ranking is just one possibility. Given her op-
ponents’ strategies, a student often has several alternative best-replies in the UPBOS

game, some of which may be non-truthful. Fortunately, we show below that many
alternative non-truthful best-replies are dominated strategies in the UPBOS game.

Manipulability of UPBOS : dominated strategies

Consider again the problem presented in (1). In any NE, t3 must protect her assigned
school s3. Yet, strategy σ3 = (R3, s3) where t3 reports truthfully is not the only NE
strategy of t3. The alternative strategies σ′

3 = (Q′
3, s3) and σ′′

3 = (Q′′
3 , s3), where

R3 : s1 s2 s3

Q′
3 : s1 s3 s2

Q′′
3 : s3 s1 s2

5 Pathak and Sönmez (2013) also propose a strong version of their manipulability criterion: mecha-
nism M ′ is at least as PS-manipulable as M if whenever M can be manipulated by a student, M ′ can
be manipulated by the same student. By Proposition 3, UPBOS is also non-manipulable in this strong
sense.
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also constitute best replies to σ−3. The ordinal rankings Q′
3 and Q′′

3 are obtained by re-
ranking upward the protected school s3. We show that strategy σ′′

3 is dominated by σ′
3

because the protected school is re-ranked in Q′′
3 with its predecessor (school s1). In turn,

strategy σ′
3 is dominated by σ3 because the protected school is re-ranked in Q′

3 with its
predecessor (school s2). More generally, Proposition 4 shows that any strategy whose
protected school is re-ranked with its reported predecessor or successor is dominated.
In this sense, rationality places a local “truthfulness constraint” around the protected
school.

We say that school s is assignable to ti given strategy σi if there exists some σ−i

such that UPBOS i(σ) = s.6 Let a be the rank of school s in the ordinal ranking Qi,
i.e. Qi(a) = s. By definition, s′ is the successor of s if Qi(a − 1) = s′ and s′ is the
predecessor of s if Qi(a + 1) = s′. For any ordinal ranking Qi and any two schools
s, s′ ∈ S for which s is the successor (or the predecessor) of s′ in Qi, the ordinal ranking

Qs,s′

i is obtained from Qi by swapping these two schools. If s′ is the successor of s, then

Qs,s′

i (a− 1) = s and Qs,s′

i (a) = s′.

Proposition 4 (No re-ranking of the protected school with its direct neighbors).
Take any student ti and any strategy σi = (Qi, s) where s is an assignable school of σi,

(i) if s′ is the successor of s in ranking Qi and s Pi s
′, then strategy (Qi, s) is domi-

nated in UPBOS by strategy (Qs,s′

i , s).

(ii) if s′ is the predecessor of s in ranking Qi and s′ Pi s, then strategy (Qi, s) is

dominated in UPBOS by strategy (Qs,s′

i , s).

Proof. See Appendix 7.6. �

The reason why the protected school s should not be re-ranked with its predecessor
in Qi is that the implicit priority ordering is the same under both σi = (Qi, s) and

σ′
i = (Qs,s′

i , s). Indeed, the priority rank rUP
s (σi) does not depend on the position of

the protected school in the ordinal ranking. As the implicit priority orderings are the
same, Lemma 1 then implies that ti is assigned to the same school under both strategies
except when UPBOS i(σi, σ−i) = s. In that case, we have either UPBOS i(σ

′
i, σ−i) = s

or UPBOS i(σ
′
i, σ−i) = s′, which yields the desired result as s′ Pi s.

Proposition 4 shows that rationality pushes students playing the UPBOS game to
avoid re-rankings that are particularly salient in BOS. Both under BOS and UPBOS ,
a student best replies by protecting her pre-existing priority at her preferred accessible
school. In BOS, this implies ranking this shool first. In UPBOS , this merely implies
reporting this school as protected school. Thus, best-replying does not require to re-rank
this school upward, unlike in BOS. Importantly, if her preferred accessible school is not
her favorite school, Proposition 4 shows that re-ranking this school upward leads to a
dominated strategy.

Rationality rules out more strategies than those identified in last proposition. First,
if a student has top-priority at her protected school, then this school must be ranked
as in her true preference. In other words, no school should be re-ranked with the
protected top-priority school. Second, rationality put some constraints on the selection
of the protected school. A student should not protect a school that she deems worse
than her preferred top-priority school. Also, she should not protect a school that she
reports below a set of schools in oversupply. These constraints are formally stated in
Propositions 8 and Proposition 9 (see Appendix 7.7).

Our analysis of the strategic aspects of UPBOS reveals important senses in which
this mechanism is less manipulable than BOS: (i) reporting preference truthfully is
always a salient best-reply and (ii) alternative best-replies that re-rank the protected
school with its neighbors are dominated strategies.

Clearly, it is easier to select a reported preference in UPBOS because a large part
of the strategic aspects are loaded in the selection of the protected school. Yet, the
selection of the protected school in UPBOS is not more complex than the selection of

6 Not all reported schools are assignable. For instance, if ti has top-priority at her protected school
xi, any school reported in Qi below xi is not assignable.
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the school to rank first in BOS. If anything, selecting the protected school is easier in
UPBOS than selecting the school to rank first in BOS. The reason is that rationality
rules out more acceptable schools for the former than for the latter selection.7

5 Efficiency properties of UPBOS

Complete information

Rationality pushes students to avoid re-ranking their protected school upward. This
rationality requirement helps improve the efficiency of NE-outcomes of UPBOS . The
school choice problem presented in (2) conveys the intuition. The unique stable assign-
ment, which we denote by µ0, is in bold. Assignment µ0 is Pareto dominated by the
assignment µ1 obtained from µ0 by letting t1 and t2 exchange their assigned schools.
However, µ1 is unstable since t3 has a higher priority at s2 than t1.

R1 R2 R3

s2 s1 s1
s
∗
1

s
∗
2

s2
s
∗
3

F1 F2 F3

t1 t2 t3
t2 t3
t3 t1

(2)

First, consider the BOS game. The NE QBOS presented below supports µ0 (the
NE-outcome is boxed for visual convenience). In this NE, all students protect their
priority at their preferred accessible school by ranking this school first. As t2 protects
her priority at s2 by reporting this school first, s2 is not accessible to t3. The implicit
priority profile FBOS associated to QBOS in BOS is shown below.

QBOS
1 QBOS

2 QBOS
3

s∗1 s∗2 s∗3
s2 s1 s1

s2

QUP
1 QUP

2 QUP
3

ŝ∗1 ŝ∗2 ŝ∗3
s2 s1 s1

s2

QUP ′

1 QUP ′

2 QUP ′

3

s2 s1 s1
ŝ∗1 ŝ∗2 s2

ŝ∗3

FBOS
1 FBOS

2 FBOS
3

t1 t2 t3
t2 t1
t3 t3

FUP
1 FUP

2 FUP
3

t1 t2 t3
t2 t1
t3 t3

FUP ′

1 FUP ′

2 FUP ′

3

t1 t2 t3
t2 t1
t3 t3

Second, consider the UPBOS game. The stable assignment µ0 is also a NE-outcome
of UPBOS . The NE σ = (QUP

i , xi)ti∈T presented above supports this assignment.
Again, the protected schools, shown with a hat for visual convenience, are the students’
preferred accessible school. As t2 protects s2, this school is not accessible to t3. The
implicit priority profile FUP associated to σ in UPBOS is shown below σ. Observe
that FUP is identical to FBOS . Indeed, both in QBOS and in σ, students protect their
priority at their preferred accessible school. Also, the profiles of reported preferences
QUP and QBOS are the same.

Now, for all ti the ordinal ranking QUP
i is obtained from Ri by re-ranking the

protected school upward. By Proposition 4, strategy σi is dominated by strategy
σ′
i = (QUP ′

i , xi) where QUP ′

i is truthful, as shown above. In fact, σ′
i = (QUP ′

i , xi)ti∈T is
another NE of UPBOS . As the position of xi in the ordinal ranking Qi does not affect
the implicit priority profile, we have that FUP ′

is identical to FUP , which is identical
to FBOS . So both σ and σ′ are associated to the NE of BOS through their common
implicit priority profile. In contrast to σ, the strategy profile σ′ supports the efficient

7 Proposition 9 shows that a student should not protect a school that she deems worse than her
preferred top-priority school. In constrast, a student reporting a preference ranking first a school she
deems worse than her preferred top-priority school can be an undominated strategy of BOS. See
Proposition 4 in Decerf and Van der Linden (2017), which characterizes undominated strategies in
BOS: if a student does not have top-priority at her favorite school, then almost all strategies are
undominated.
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assignment µ1. Indeed, as t2 protects s2, this school is not accessible to t3. Even if
t2 must protect her priority at s2 in all NE of UPBOS , the possibility to protect s2
without having to re-rank s2 upward may generate a Pareto improving exchange. In-
terestingly, Proposition 4 implies that the strategies in σ supporting µ0 are dominated
by the strategies in σ′ supporting µ1.

The findings of this example can be generalized. In order to best-reply under both
BOS and UPBOS , students must identify their preferred accessible school and protect
their priority at that school. This behavior leads in both mechanisms to the same
implicit priority profiles. We show that any NE-outcome of BOS is associated to a (set
of) NE-outcome(s) of UPBOS through their common implicit priority profile. We show
that any NE-outcome of BOS is (weakly) dominated by its associated NE-outcomes
of UPBOS . In the example, rationality pushes students away from the least efficient
associated NE-outcome.

Formally, we say that a NE-outcome of UPBOS µUP is associated to a NE-

outcome of BOS µBOS if there exists a NE of UPBOS σUP supporting µUP and a NE
of BOS QBOS supporting µBOS such that FUP = FBOS , where FUP and FBOS are the
implicit priority profiles respectively associated to σUP in UPBOS and QBOS in BOS.
Theorem 1 shows that (1) any NE-outcome of BOS µ0 is also a NE-outcome of UPBOS

associated to itself, (2) if µ0 is inefficient, then its set of associated NE-outcomes has
more than one element and (3) all assignments in this set other than µ0 strictly Pareto
dominate µ0.

Theorem 1 (BOS equilibria dominated by their associated UPBOS equilibria).
Let µ0 be any NE-outcome of BOS and let M0 be the set of NE-outcomes of UPBOS

that are associated to µ0.

1. µ0 ∈ M0.

2. If µ0 is not Pareto efficient, then there exists µ1 ∈ M0 such that µ1 6= µ0.

3. If µ1 ∈ M0 and µ1 6= µ0, then µ1 Pareto dominates µ0.

Proof. See Appendix 7.8. �

Three remarks are in order. First, all stable assignments are implementable in NE in
BOS (Ergin and Sönmez, 2006). Hence, Theorem 1.i implies that the same holds true
for UPBOS .

Second, Theorem 1 implies that in all problems for which the most efficient stable
assignment is not efficient, there is at least one NE-outcome of UPBOS that dominates
it. Example (2) shows that such NE-outcome of UPBOS are sometimes supported
by strategy profiles in undominated strategies. Similar results have been proven for
several alternative variants of BOS. For some problems, the Parallel mechanisms and
SECBOS admit NEs in undominated strategies supporting assignments more efficient
than the most efficient stable assignment (Chen and Kesten, 2017; Dur et al., 2015).89

When compared to these Parallel results, Theorem 1 is more general in the sense that
more efficient equilibria are shown to exist in UPBOS for all problems for which the
most efficient stable assignment is not efficient.

Third, Theorem 1 also suggests that UPBOS could improve the efficiency of BOS
in a more systematic way. Both the BOS game and the UPBOS game have potentially
many equilibria. Yet, the simplest heuristics of both games are essentially similar. In
both games, students must anticipate the implicit priorities of their opponents and play
a strategy that promote their implicit priorities at the accessible schools they like. So,

8 Theorem 1 in Dur et al. (2015) shows that, if the most efficient stable assignment is inefficient,
then there exists a “larger assignment problem” in which efficient assignments can be supported by a
NE in undominated strategies.

9 Proposition 5 in Chen and Kesten (2017) also shows that the Parallel mechanisms satisfy some
insurance property. Assume that all students anticipate a particular NE-outcome µ of BOS. Parallel
mechanisms allow students to secure their assignment µi while at the same time have a chance to obtain
a better school. The same holds true for UPBOS . If all students protect their µi and report above it
only schools that they prefer to it, then all students obtain a school they deem as good as µi.
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if students play both games in the same way, we may expect that they end up in NE-
outcomes µBOS and µUP that are associated to one another. If this is the case, Theorem
1 shows that µBOS is (weakly) dominated by µUP .

The limit of Theorem 1 is that there may exist NE-outcomes of UPBOS that are
not associated to any NE-outcome of BOS. Such NE-outcomes of UPBOS cannot in
general be Pareto ranked with respect to stable assignments, as they generate winners
and losers. We provide in Appendix 7.9 an example of such NE-outcome of UPBOS ,
inspired from Example 6.2 in Haeringer and Klijn (2009). In this example, student t2 is
assigned to a school she deems worse than s1, her assignment under the unique stable
assignment. In contrast, student t3 prefers her assignment to the one she receives under
the stable assignment. However, it is unclear whether the NE supporting this outcome is
likely to be observed in practice. Indeed, this NE requires that t3 protects school s1 even
though she deems s1 worse than school s2 at which she has top-priority. When student
t3 plays this dominated strategy (Proposition 9), a rejection cycle (Kesten, 2010) deters
t2 to protect s3 (t3’s assigned school under the stable assignment).

Incomplete information

It is unclear whether the efficiency advantage that UPBOS enjoys over BOS in the
complete information setting is not entirely reversed when moving to an incomplete
information setting. More precisely, one could wonder whether the better incentive
properties of UPBOS constrain the expression of the intensity of preference to such an
extent that UPBOS systematically yields lower ad-interim and ex-ante efficiency than
BOS. In this section, we show that this is not the case.

Here is the intuition why UPBOS sometimes help improve efficiency in incomplete
information settings. Expressing the intensity of preference in the BOS game requires
re-ranking schools. And re-ranking schools may lead to Pareto inferior assignments.
UPBOS allows students to express the intensity of their preferences by protecting a
school, i.e. without necessarily re-ranking schools. As a result, UPBOS may help avoid
some of the Pareto inferior assignments reached by BOS.

All previous results assumed that pre-existing priorities and preferences are known
to the students when selecting a strategy. Under incomplete information, students may
only know the probability distributions on pre-existing priority profiles and preference
profiles before selecting a strategy. In particular, we consider the framework without
pre-existing priorities of Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2011). This is for the sake of simplicity,
as we could alternatively consider the framework with pre-existing priorities of Troyan
(2012). However, the description of strategies is more tedious in this latter framework.

In the extended framework, students have cardinal preferences on the set of schools
and unassignment, represented by vNM utility functions. The utility functions are drawn
independently at random from a commonly known probability distribution. Priority
ties are broken down using a commonly known tie-breaking rule. Thus, instead of
specifying a profile of preferences and a profile of pre-existing priorities, a school choice

problem specifies a probability distribution on vNM utility functions and a probability
distribution on pre-existing priority profiles. At the time of reporting their strategies
(ad-interim), students privately know their type (their own utility function). Students
select the strategy that maximizes their expected utility (EU) given the probability
distribution on priority profiles and preference profiles. The solution concept is Bayesian
Nash equilibrium (BNE). We say that UPBOS ad-interim dominates BOS in a given
problem if UPBOS yields a higher ad-interim EU than BOS for all students, and strictly
so for at least one student.

Proposition 5 (UPBOS sometimes ad-interim dominates BOS).
There exist school choice problems for which UPBOS ad-interim dominates BOS.

Proof. The proof of Proposition 5 relies on the following school choice problem. There
are two schools, each having one seat and three students. The types of the three students
are drawn independently from the same distribution on the set of types {τ1, τ2, τ3},
respectively endowed with the cardinal utilities vτ = (vτs1 , v

τ
s2
, vτti) ∈ [0, 100]3 illustrated

in (3):
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vτ1 vτ2 vτ3

s1 100 100 10
s2 10 90 100
ti 0 0 0

(3)

The probability distribution on types is (0.6, 0.25, 0.15).10 There are no pre-existing
priorities and ties are broken down using the single tie-breaking rule. As STB is used,
the priority profile is drawn uniformly at random among the six following profiles:

F 1
1 F 1

2

t1 t1
t2 t2
t3 t3

F 2
1 F 2

2

t1 t1
t3 t3
t2 t2

F 3
1 F 3

2

t2 t2
t1 t1
t3 t3

F 4
1 F 4

2

t2 t2
t3 t3
t1 t1

F 5
1 F 5

2

t3 t3
t1 t1
t2 t2

F 6
1 F 6

2

t3 t3
t2 t2
t1 t1

All undominated strategies of the three students share several characteristics. Un-
dominated strategies report the two schools as acceptable. By Proposition 9, at least one
school is protected. Given that either s1 or s2 is protected, Proposition 4 then implies
that all undominated strategies are in truthful ordinal ranking. Therefore, picking an
undominated strategy boils down to deciding whether to protect s1 or s2.

Students of type τ1 have a strong preference for school s1, which makes it an expected
dominant strategy for them to protect school s1.

11 Similarly, students of type τ3 have a
strong preference for school s2, which makes it an expected dominant strategy for them
to protect school s2. Anticipating such behavior, the best reply of students of type τ2
is to protect school s2. Indeed, their preference for school s1 over s2 is not very intense
and there is a higher probability that her opponents have type τ1 rather than another
type. Therefore, the strategy profile σ = (QUP

i , xi)ti∈T is the unique BNE of UPBOS

and the strategy profile QBOS is the unique BNE of BOS:12

QUP
1 QUP

2 QUP
3

ŝ1 s1 ŝ2
s2 ŝ2 s1

QBOS
1 QBOS

2 QBOS
3

s1 s2 s2
s2 s1 s1

The expected utilities associated to these BNEs are as follows

ad− interim EU ex− ante EU
τ1 τ2 τ3

EU(Q) in BOS 53.2 64.13 65.87 57.83
EU(σ) in UPBOS 53.2 64.33 68.87 58.33

We see that both types τ2 and τ3 have higher (ad-interim) expected utility in UPBOS

than in BOS, whereas type τ1 is indifferent. Typically, types τ2 and τ3 gain when a
problem is drawn with a student of type τ2, a student of type τ3 and no student of type
τ1. For such draw, there is a lower probability to reach a Pareto inferior assignment (i.e.
an assignment for which a type τ2 is assigned to s2 when a type τ3 is assigned to s1)
under the BNE of UPBOS than under the BNE of BOS.

To see this, assume for instance that t1 and t2 draw type τ2 and that t3 draws type
τ3. Further assume that the priority profile drawn is F 4

s : t2 t3 t1. Under the BNE of
both UPBOS and BOS, the implicit priority at s2 is the same as F 4

s . In UPBOS , t2 is
assigned to s1 and t3 is assigned to s2. This is in contrast to BOS, where t2 is assigned
to s2 and t3 is assigned to s1, leading to a Pareto inferior assignment. �

10This means that there is a probability 60% of being of type τ1, 25% of being of type τ2 and 15% of
being of type τ3.

11 Even if σi = (Qi, s1) with Qi : s1 s2 for all other ti, protecting s1 yields for a student of type τ1
an expected utility above 33 while protecting s2 yields her an expected utility smaller than 10.

12 Given the BNE in UPBOS , a student drawing type τ2 who deviates to strategy σ′

2
= (QUP

2
, s1)

gets an EU of 62.8 instead of 64.33. In turn, given the BNE in BOS, a student drawing type τ2 who
deviates to strategy Q′

2
: s1 s2 gets an EU of 62.8 instead of 64.13.
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6 A family of mechanisms generalizing UPBOS

We propose a class of indirect mechanisms generalizing UPBOS , whose members are
hybrid mechanisms between BOS and DA. We explain how our results help classify the
members of this class as a function of manipulability.

We denote by w-BOS the generic member of this class of indirect mechanisms. In
w-BOS , the report (or “strategy”) of any student ti is a pair σi = (Qi,Wi) ∈ Ri × Sw

where Wi is a set of schools with #Wi ≤ w and thus Sw = {S′ ⊆ 2S |#S′ ≤ w}. We
call Wi the set of protected schools for student ti, where w measures the maximal
number of schools a student can protect.

For any student ti, any strategy σi = (Qi, xi) and any school s, we define the
priority rank rWs (σi). This rank is defined as rWs (σi) = 0 if s ∈ Wi. Otherwise,
rWs (σi) is the rank of school s in ranking Qi among ti’s unprotected schools. Observe
that the definition of rWs (σi) boils down to rUP

s (σi) when w = 1.
The assignment reached by w-BOS with strategy profile σ = (Q,W ) and pre-existing

priorities F is DA(Q,FW ), where the implicit priority profile FW is constructed from
priority ranks in the same way as for UPBOS .

Any value of w ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m} defines another member of this class of indirect
mechanisms. Some members of this family are of particular interest. At one extreme,
0−BOS is BOS and 1−BOS is UPBOS . At the other extreme, m−BOS is strategically
equivalent to DA.

Proposition 6 (m-BOS is strategy-proof and equivalent to DA).
All students have a (truthful) dominant strategy in m-BOS. The assignment supported
by the dominant strategy equilibrium in m-BOS is the assignment supported by the dom-
inant strategy equilibrium in DA.

Proof. See Appendix 7.10. �

Proposition 6 reveals that any mechanism w-BOS for which w ∈ {1, . . . ,m− 1} is a
hybrid of BOS and DA. In fact, the larger w, the smaller the manipulability of w-BOS .
Given the definition of w-BOS , we have that Lemma 3 also holds for this mechanism.
Therefore, Proposition 3 generalizes to all w-BOS with w ≥ 1. As students always have
a truthful best-reply when w ≥ 1, this reasoning classifies w-BOS mechanisms in two
categories: PS-manipulable for w = 0 and not PS-manipulable for w ≥ 1.

It is however possible to obtain a more fine-grained ranking of the manipulability of
w-BOS mechanisms. Consider the following adapted version of Proposition 4.

Proposition 7 (No re-ranking of a protected school with its direct neighbors).
Take any w ≥ 1, any student ti, any strategy (Qi,Wi) and any s ∈ Wi that is assignable
for σi:

(i) if s′ is the successor of s in ranking Qi and s Pi s′, then strategy (Qi,Wi) is

dominated in w-BOS by strategy (Qs,s′

i ,Wi).

(ii) if s′ is the predecessor of s in ranking Qi and s′ Pi s, then strategy (Qi,Wi) is

dominated in w-BOS by strategy (Qs,s′

i ,Wi).

Proof. The proof is a straightforward adaptation of the proof of Proposition 4, and is
hence omitted. �

The essence of Proposition 7 is that any strategy that has one of its protected school
re-ranked with its reported predecessor or successor is dominated. The larger w, the
more numerous are protected schools, and the more constraints are placed on the re-
ported preference of undominated strategies in w-BOS . These constraints require a
local form of truthfulness in the reported preference. Thus, as w increases, more and
more parts of the reported preference avoid re-rankings. When w = m, the reported
preference is “forced” to be the true preference. Such reasoning implies a fine-grained
classification of w-BOS mechanisms: w′-BOS is more manipulable than w-BOS when
w′ < w, in the sense that w-BOS places more truthfulness constraints on the reported
preference than w′-BOS.
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7 Concluding remarks

This research proposes a new variant of BOS and demonstrates the advantages that this
variant has over BOS and some of its other variants. Further work should investigate
how the properties of UPBOS compare to DA and its variants. In particular, it would
be interesting to contrast it with CADA (Abdulkadiroğlu et al., 2015), the variant of
DA that also constitute an indirect mechanism.

The experimental results of Featherstone and Niederle (2014) suggest that rational
strategies that are simple to find are likely to be played in the BOS game. Thus,
if the UPBOS game is sufficiently similar to the BOS game, Proposition 3 suggests
that many students should report truthfully. Also, Theorem 1 suggests that UPBOS

would yield more efficient assignments than BOS. Further work on this topic should
investigate whether the advantages predicted by the theory for UPBOS do materialize
in experimental results.
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Appendix

7.1 The DA and UPBOS algorithms

We first describe DA.

Round 1: Every student applies to the school she reported as her most preferred ac-
ceptable school (if any). Every school that receives more applications than its
capacity definitively rejects the applicants with lowest pre-existing priorities, up
to the point where it meets its capacity. All other applicants are temporarily ac-
cepted at the schools they applied to (this means they could still be rejected in a
later round).

...

Round l : Every student who was rejected in round l−1 applies to her next acceptable
school (if any). Every school considers the new applicants of round l together with
the students it temporarily accepted. If needed, each school definitely rejects the
students with lowest pre-existing priorities, up to the point where it meets its
capacity. All other applicants are temporarily accepted at the schools they applied
to (this means they could still be rejected in a later round).

The algorithm terminates when all acceptable schools of the reported profile have
been considered, or when every student is assigned to a school.

We then describe UPBOS . Each school has a standard queue and a priority queue.

Round 1: Every student applies to the school she reported as her most preferred ac-
ceptable school (if any). If this school is her protected school, she goes to the
priority queue, otherwise she goes to the standard queue. Every school that re-
ceives more applications than its capacity definitively rejects from its standard
queue the applicants with lowest pre-existing priorities, up to the point where it
meets its capacity or where its standard queue is empty. In the latter case, the
school definitively rejects from its priority queue the applicants with lowest pre-
existing priorities, up to the point where it meets its capacity. All other applicants
are temporarily accepted at the schools they applied to (this means they could still
be rejected in a later round).

...

Round l : Every student who was rejected in round l−1 applies to her next acceptable
school (if any). If this school is her protected school, she goes to the priority
queue, otherwise she goes to the standard queue. Every school considers the new
applicants of round l together with the students it temporarily accepted. If needed,
each school definitely rejects some applicants from its two queues, up to the point
where it meets its capacity. To do so, the school first rejects from its standard
queue the applicants who have applied (in previous rounds) to the more numerous
standard queues of other schools. In case of ties, the school rejects the applicants
with lowest pre-existing priorities. If the school does not meet its capacity while
rejecting applicants from the standard queue, it rejects the applicants in its priority
queue with lowest pre-existing priorities. All other applicants are temporarily
accepted at the schools they applied to (this means they could still be rejected in
a later round).

The algorithm terminates when all acceptable schools of the reported profile have
been considered, or when every student is assigned to a school.

7.2 Proof Proposition 1

By Proposition 3, BOS is at least as PS-manipulable as UPBOS . There remains to
provide a problem for which the BOS game can be manipulated by a student. The
required problem is defined in (1).
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7.3 Proof Proposition 2

By Proposition 3, all these alternative mechanisms are at least as PS-manipulable as
UPBOS . There remains to provide a problem for which for which each alternative
mechanism can be manipulated by a student. The required problem is defined in (1) for
SKIPBOS and SECBOS.

Consider any Parallel mechanism M e with e < m where e measures the number of
schools in a choice band (see Chen and Kesten (2017)). The necessary problem presented
in (4) is an extended version of the problem presented in (1). All schools have a unique
seat. All NE Q of M e are such that Qe+2(a) = se+1 for some a ∈ {1, . . . , e}, which
implies a non-truthful report from te+2.

R1 . . . Re Re+1 Re+2

s∗1 . . . s∗e se+1 s1
s2
...
se

se+1

F1 . . . Fe Fe+1

t1 . . . te t1
t2
. . .
te

te+2

te+1

(4)

Finally, Proposition 1 in Dur et al. (2018) shows that any Taiwan mechanism different
from DA is more PS-manipulable than DA. As UPBOS is equally PS-manipulable as
DA, the result follows.

7.4 Proof Lemma 1

Lemma 1 is a direct corollary of Lemmas 2 and 3 that we present below.
Strategies affect the implicit priority profile of UPBOS . For any two priority pro-

files F and F ′, we say that the priority of ti at s is as high in F ′ as in F if
ti Fs tj ⇒ ti F

′
s tj for all tj 6= ti. The following lemma is immediate and its proof is

omitted.

Lemma 2 (As high priority as).
Take any two strategies σi and σ′

i and any profile σ−i. Let FUP and FUP ′

be the
implicit priority profiles respectively associated in UPBOS to (σi, σ−i) and (σ′

i, σ−i). If

rUP
s (σ′

i) ≤ rUP
s (σi), then the priority of ti at s is as high in FUP ′

as in FUP .

Lemma 3 presents how a student’s assignment under DA is affected by a particular
variation of the priority profile. We have not found an equivalent of this result in the
literature.

Lemma 3 (Higher priority at accessible school guarantees this school in DA).
Take any two strategies Qi and Q′

i, any profile Q−i and any two priority profiles F
and F ′. If (i) DAi((Qi, Q−i), F ) = s, (ii) the priority of ti at s is as high in F ′ as
in F , and (iii) tj Fs′ tk ⇔ tj F ′

s′ tk for all s′ ∈ S and tj , tk 6= ti, then we have
DAi((Q

′
i, Q−i), F

′) Q′
i s.

Proof. First, we show for the ordinal strategy Qs
i : s ti that DAi((Q

s
i , Q−i), F ) = s

using the IR Monotonicity property of DA (Kojima and Manea, 2010).
A reported preference ordering Q′

i is an individually rational monotonic transforma-
tion (i.r.m.t.) of Qi at µi ∈ S ∪{ti} if any school ranked above both µi and ti under Q′

i

is ranked above µi under Qi, which is

s Q′
i µi and s Q′

i ti ⇒ s Qi µi for all s ∈ S.

A reported profile Q′ is an IR monotonic transformation of Q at an assignment µ if Q′
i

is an i.r.m.t. of Qi at µi for all ti ∈ T . A direct mechanism M satisfies IR Monotonicity
if we have that

Q′ i.r.m.t. Q at M(Q,F ) ⇒ Mi(Q
′, F ) Q′

i Mi(Q,F ) for all ti ∈ T.
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By assumption (i) and the construction of Qs
i , we have that (Qs

i , Q−i) i.r.m.t. (Qi, Q−i)
at DA((Qi, Q−i), F ). As DA satisfies IR Monotonicity (Kojima and Manea, 2010), we
have DAi((Q

s
i , Q−i), F ) Qs

i DAi((Qi, Q−i), F ). As ti reports no school above s in Qs
i ,

we must have DAi((Q
s
i , Q−i), F ) = s.

Second, we show that DAi((Q
s
i , Q−i), F

′) = s. Consider the contradiction assump-
tion for which DAi((Q

s
i , Q−i), F

′) 6= s. This assumption implies that ti is rejected from
s over the course of DA under (Qs

i , Q−i) and F ′. By assumption (iii), the course of DA
under (Qs

i , Q−i) and F ′ is identical as the course of DA under (Qs
i , Q−i) and F at least

until the round at which ti is rejected from s. If ti is rejected from s, then at least qs
students t ∈ T with t F ′

s ti have applied to s up to that round. However, by assumption
(ii), this implies that t Fs ti for all these qs students. Given that the course of DA under
(Qs

i , Q−i) and F and the course of DA under (Qs
i , Q−i) and F ′ are identical up to that

round, this implies that ti is also rejected from s over the course of DA under (Qs
i , Q−i)

and F , a contradiction.
Finally, if we have that s Q′

i DAi((Q
′
i, Q−i), F

′), then we obtain a contradiction to the
strategy-proofness of DA (Dubins and Freedman, 1981) because DAi((Q

s
i , Q−i), F

′) = s.
Therefore, we have DAi((Q

′
i, Q−i), F

′) Q′
i s. �

7.5 Proof Proposition 3

Take any best reply σ∗
i to σ−i. Let s∗ = UPBOS i(σ

∗
i , σ−i) be the school assigned to

ti under (σ∗
i , σ−i). Consider the strategy σi = (Ri, xi) with xi = s∗ and let F̂ and

F̂ ∗ be the implicit priority profiles respectively associated in UPBOS to (σi, σ−i) and
(σ∗

i , σ−i). As xi = s∗, Lemma 2 implies that the priority of ti at s∗ is as high in F̂ as

in F̂ ∗. Lemma 3 applies and we therefore have UPBOS i(σi, σ−i) Ri s
∗. As σ∗

i is a best
reply to σ−i, we must have UPBOS i(σi, σ−i) = s∗, showing that σi is a best reply to
σ−i.

7.6 Proof Proposition 4

We only provide the proof for part (ii).

Let σ′
i = (Qs,s′

i , s) and let F̂ and F̂ ′ be the implicit priority ordering respectively
associated to (σi, σ−i) and (σ′

i, σ−i).

The proof builds on the fact that priority orderings F̂ and F̂ ′ are identical. In ef-
fect, strategies σi and σ′

i report the same schools, protect the same school s and rank
unprotected schools in the same order. As a result, we have rUP

s′′ (σi) = rUP
s′′ (σ′

i) for any
school s′′ reported in these strategies.

Take any σ−i. The proof that strategy σ′
i dominates σi is in three parts.

Part 1: If UPBOS i(σi, σ−i) 6= s, then UPBOS i(σ
′
i, σ−i) = UPBOS i(σi, σ−i).

Case 1.1: UPBOS i(σi, σ−i) Qi s.

By construction, both Qi and Qs,s′

i rank the first rUP
s′ (σi)− 1 reported schools in the

same order. As F̂ and F̂ ′ are identical, Lemma 3 implies that UPBOS i(σ
′
i, σ−i) =

UPBOS i(σi, σ−i).

Case 1.2: s′ Qi UPBOS i(σi, σ−i) and UPBOS i(σi, σ−i) 6= s′.

As F̂ and F̂ ′ are identical, Lemma 3 implies that we cannot haveUPBOS i(σ
′
i, σ−i)Qi s

′

in this subcase. Hence, we have s′ Qi UPBOS i(σ
′
i, σ−i) and UPBOS i(σ

′
i, σ−i) 6= s′.

By construction, both Qi and Qs,s′

i rank the schools reported below s and s′ in the
same order. Then, Lemma 3 implies that UPBOS i(σ

′
i, σ−i) = UPBOS i(σi, σ−i).

Case 1.3: UPBOS i(σi, σ−i) = s′.

By Lemma 3, we have UPBOS i(σ
′
i, σ−i) Qs,s′

i s′. If UPBOS i(σ
′
i, σ−i) is a school

s′′ ranked above s′ in Qs,s′

i , then Lemma 3 implies that UPBOS i(σi, σ−i) = s′′, a
contradiction. This implies that UPBOS i(σ

′
i, σ−i) = s′.
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Part 2: If UPBOS i(σi, σ−i) = s, then UPBOS i(σ
′
i, σ−i) Ri s.

By Lemma 3, we must have UPBOS i(σ
′
i, σ−i) Qs,s′

i s. School UPBOS i(σ
′
i, σ−i) can-

not be a school s′′ ranked above s′ in Qs,s′

i , because Lemma 3 would imply that
UPBOS i(σi, σ−i) = s′′, a contradiction. Then, we must have either UPBOS i(σ

′
i, σ−i) =

s or UPBOS i(σ
′
i, σ−i) = s′. This yields the result as both s and s′ are as desirable as

s.

Part 3: There exists σ′
−i such that UPBOS i(σi, σ

′
−i) = s and UPBOS i(σ

′
i, σ

′
−i) = s′.

Profile σ′
−i is constructed as follows:

• for any school s′′ reported in Qi above s, take qs′′ students tk and let σ′
k = (Q′

k, s
′′)

with Q′
k : s′′ tk,

• no student other than ti reports s or s′.

Given that s is assignable under σi, there are enough students to construct profile σ′
−i.

Under (σi, σ
′
−i) and (σ′

i, σ
′
−i), ti is rejected from any school s′′ reported in Qi above s

since qs′′ have higher priority at s′′ than ti. Given that ti is the only student to report
s or s′, we have UPBOS i(σi, σ

′
−i) = s and UPBOS i(σ

′
i, σ

′
−i) = s′, the desired result.

7.7 Additional rationality constraints

Any student who protects her priority at one of her top-priority schools is guaranteed
against the risk of being unassigned. So we should expect students who are highly averse
to unassignment to protect their preferred top-priority school.13 When the top-priority
school is protected, rationality prevents more re-rankings than only those involving the
direct neighbors of the protected school. Proposition 8 shows that no school should be
re-ranked with the protected top-priority school.

Proposition 8 (Successors and predecessors of protected top-priority school).
Take any student ti and any strategy σi = (Qi, s

∗) where s∗ is her preferred acceptable
top-priority school. If there is a school s′ for which either

1. s′ Pi s
∗ and s′ is ranked below s∗ in Qi (i.e. s∗ Qi s

′), or

2. s∗ Pi s
′ and s′ is ranked above s∗ in Qi (i.e. s′ Qi s

∗),

then strategy (Qi, s
∗) is dominated in UPBOS .

Proof. If the protected school s∗ is not assignable for σi, then σi is dominated by Propo-
sition 9. Therefore, we assume henceforth that s∗ is assignable for σi.

As ti has top-priority at school s∗ and this school is protected in σi, all schools re-
ported below s∗ in Qi are not assignable for σi.

Statement 1: s′ Pi s
∗ and s′ is ranked below s∗ in Qi (i.e. s∗ Qi s

′).

Strategy σi is dominated by σ′
i = (Q′

i, s
∗), where the ordinal ranking Q′

i is obtained
from Qi by ranking school s′ just above school s∗, i.e.

• Q′
i(a) = Qi(a) for all a ∈ {1, . . . , b} where b is the number of schools ranked above

s∗ in Qi,

• Q′
i(b+ 1) = s′,

• Q′
i(b+ 2) = s∗.

13 In the experiment run by Calsamiglia et al. (2010), a majority of subjects playing the BOS game
re-rank their top-priority school upward.
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As ti has top-priority at school s∗ and this school is protected in σ′
i, all schools

reported below s∗ in Q′
i are not assignable for σ′

i. Hence the set of assignable schools
for σ′

i is the union of {s′} and the set of assignable schools for σi.
The proof that σ′

i = (Q′
i, s

∗) dominates σi = (Qi, s
∗) follows the same lines as the

proof for part (ii) of Proposition 4 and is therefore omitted.

Statement 2: s∗ Pi s
′ and s′ is ranked above s∗ in Qi (i.e. s′ Qi s

∗).

The strategy σ′
i = (Q′

i, x
′
i) dominating (Qi, xi) is constructed such that x′

i = s∗ and
Q′

i is obtained using the following adaptation of the procedure presented in the proof
of Statement 2 for Case 2, where S r̂ is now the set of schools assignable for σi that ti
prefers to s∗ but are not yet ranked in Q′

i, which is

S r̂ = {s′′ ∈ S| s′′ Pi s
∗, s′′ Qi s

∗ and Qi(r̂) Qi s
′′}.

The proof showing that σ′
i dominates σi is very similar to that given in Statement 2

for Case 2, and is hence omitted. �

Proposition 8 calls for two remarks. First, a parallel statement holds when an over-
supplied set of schools is reported in the ordinal ranking of σi = (Qi, xi). In that case,
ti should deem the last assignable school in Qi worse than all schools reported above it
and better than all schools reported below it, otherwise σi is dominated. Second, the
same logic implies that any strategy σi with an assignable school that is unacceptable
according to Ri is dominated in UPBOS .14

Corollary 1. Any strategy σi with an assignable school that is unacceptable is dominated
in UPBOS .

Proposition 9 provides some guidance in the selection of the school to protect. If
it seems trivial, the proof that strategies trespassing these advices are dominated is far
from being trivial.

Proposition 9 (Dominated selection of protected school).
Take any student ti, if strategy σi = (Qi, xi) is such that

1. xi is not assignable to ti given σi, or

2. xi is a school less preferred to an acceptable top-priority school s∗ (i.e. s∗ Pi xi),

then strategy σi is dominated in UPBOS .

Proof. There are three cases.

Case 1: The ordinal ranking Qi reports no school.

This case is such that Qi : ti. We show that any strategy (Q′
i, x

′
i) where Q′

i : Ri(1) ti
dominates (Qi, xi). By construction of Qi and Q′

i we have for all σ−i that UPBOS i((Qi, xi), σ−i) =
ti while UPBOS i((Q

′
i, x

′
i), σ−i) = Ri(1) or UPBOS i((Q

′
i, x

′
i), σ−i) = ti. This implies

that UPBOS i((Q
′
i, x

′
i), σ−i) Ri ti as Ri(1) is by assumption acceptable. Finally, any pro-

file σ′
−i such that no student other than ti reports Ri(1) is such that UPBOS i((Q

′
i, x

′
i), σ

′
−i) =

Ri(1), the desired result.

Case 2: The set of schools reported in Qi is not in oversupply.

We construct another strategy (Q′
i, x

′
i) and show that (Q′

i, x
′
i) dominates (Qi, xi) in

UPBOS . We assume without loss of generality that Qi reports no unacceptable school
(Corollary 1). Thus, all assignable schools in (Qi, xi) are acceptable.

14 For instance, school s2 is unacceptable in the preference Ri : s1 ti s2. Formally, the report of
oneself has the same properties as the report of a protected top-priority school: if ti applies to ti over
the course of UPBOS , then ti is assigned to ti.
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Statement 1: xi is not an assignable school of σi.

Let s′ ∈ Qi be the assignable school that is ranked lowest in Qi. Strategy (Q′
i, x

′
i) is

defined as Q′
i = Qi and x′

i = s′.

We show that UPBOS i((Q
′
i, x

′
i), σ−i) Ri UPBOS i((Qi, xi), σ−i) for all σ−i. Let F̂

and F̂ ′ be the implicit priority ordering respectively associated to ((Qi, xi), σ−i) and
((Q′

i, x
′
i), σ−i). By construction, the priority of ti at any school s reported in Qi is as

high in F̂ ′ as in F̂ . Indeed, as strategy σi is unsafe – i.e. UPBOS i((Qi, xi), σ
′
−i) = ti for

some σ′
−i – all schools reported in Qi are assignable.15 Thus, xi is not a school reported

in Qi, and hence we have rUP
s (σ′

i) ≤ rUP
s (σi). Given that Q′

i = Qi, Lemma 3 implies that
either UPBOS i((Q

′
i, x

′
i), σ−i) = UPBOS i((Qi, xi), σ−i) or UPBOS i((Q

′
i, x

′
i), σ−i) = s′

and UPBOS i((Qi, xi), σ−i) = ti.
Strategy σ′

i dominates σi if we can construct a profile σ′
−i such that UPBOS i((Q

′
i, x

′
i), σ

′
−i) =

s′ and UPBOS i((Qi, xi), σ
′
−i) = ti. Profile σ′

−i is constructed as follows:

• for any assignable school s 6= s′ reported in Qi, take qs students tk and let σ′
k =

(Q′
k, s) with Q′

k : s tk,

• for school s′, take qs′ remaining students tl and let σ′
l = (Q′

l, x
′
l) with Q′

l : s′ tl
and with

– x′
l = s′ if ti Fs′ tl for one of these qs′ students,

– x′
l = tl otherwise,

• no other student protects school s′,

By construction, ti is rejected from any assignable school s 6= s′ reported in Qi under
both (σi, σ

′
−i) and (σ′

i, σ
′
−i). Let F̂ and F̂ ′ be the implicit priority ordering respectively

associated to (σi, σ
′
−i) and (σ′

i, σ
′
−i). The qs′ students tl have higher priority at s′ than

ti under F̂ , implying that UPBOS i((Qi, xi), σ
′
−i) = ti. In contrast, ti is among the qs′

students with the highest priority at s′ in F̂ ′, implying that UPBOS i((Q
′
i, x

′
i), σ

′
−i) = s′.

Statement 2: xi is a school less preferred to an acceptable top-priority school s∗.

The construction of the strategy σ′
i = (Q′

i, x
′
i) that dominates σi = (Qi, xi) is more

complex in this case. The protected school x′
i is simply set equal to s∗, but the ordinal

preference report Q′
i must be constructed following a precise procedure.

In a nutshell, Q′
i is identical to Qi up to the first rank at which either xi or x′

i is
reported in Qi. From this rank onwards, Q′

i differs from Qi. In the remaining part of Q′
i,

the construction of Q′
i preserves rUP

s (σi) = rUP
s (σ′

i) when possible, and otherwise, Q′
i is

constructed by reporting the most preferred school not yet reported. The construction
of (Q′

i, x
′
i) is such that for any school s′ for which s′ Q′

i s
∗, if a school more desirable

than s′ according to Ri is ranked in Q′
i between s′ and s∗, the implicit priority of ti at

s′ is the same for both σ′
i and σi, else the priority of ti at s′ does not decrease.

First, we define the procedure used for the construction of Q′
i and then we illustrate

it with an example. Recall that rUP
s (σi) denote the rank of s among unprotected schools

in σi. Let r̂ denote the minimal (absolute) rank in Qi for which either Qi(r̂) = xi or
Qi(r̂) = x′

i.

• Step h ∈ {1, . . . , r̂ − 1}:

We have Q′
i(h) = Qi(h).

Let S r̂ be the set of schools reported in Qi that ti prefers to s∗ but are not yet ranked
in Q′

i, which is

S r̂ = {s′ ∈ S|s′ ∈ Qi, s′ Pi s
∗ and Qi(r̂) Qi s

′}
15 Profile σ′

−i such that UPBOS i((Qi, xi), σ
′

−i) = ti is constructed as follows: for any assignable

school s reported in Qi, take qs students tk and let σ′

k
= (Qk, s) with Qk : s tk. Student tk has higher

priority at s than ti in the implicit priority ordering F̂ ′ associated to (σi, σ
′

−i) as xi is not an assignable

school of σi. There are enough students to construct such σ′

−i as the set of schools reported in Qi is

not in oversupply. By construction, we have UPBOS i((Qi, xi), σ
′

−i) = ti, the desired result.
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• Step l ∈ {r̂, . . . ,m}:

If Sl = ∅, then Q′
i(l) = s∗, the remaining part of Q′

i is arbitrary and the procedure
stops.

Else, let sl denote the school ranked highest in Qi among the schools in Sl.

if rUP
sl

(σi) = l, then Q′
i(l) = sl, Sl+1 = Sl\{sl}, and the procedure goes to next

step,

elseQ′
i(l) is the preferred acceptable school not yet ranked in Q′

i, S
l+1 = Sl\{Q′

i
(l)},

and the procedure goes to next step.

The following example illustrates the construction of Q′
i and provides the intuition

why the constructed strategy dominates the initial one (recall that a hat signals
the protected school):

Ri : s1 s2 s∗3 s4 s5 s6 s7 ti

Qi : s6 ŝ5 s7 s2 s4 s1 s∗3 ti

Q′
i : s6 s1 s2 ŝ∗3 ti.

The ordinal ranking Q′
i is constructed by looking sequentially at the schools re-

ported in Qi, starting with the schools that are ranked highest in Qi.

First, Qi(1) = s6 is ranked in Qi above both xi = s5 and x′
i = s∗3. We take

Q′
i(1) = s6. By doing this, we have from Lemma 3 that UPBOS i(σ

′
i, σ−i) = s6 if

and only if UPBOS i(σi, σ−i) = s6.

Second, Qi(2) = xi. The set of schools preferred to s∗3 not yet declared in Q′
i

is {s2, s1} (in the order in which they appear in Qi). School s2 is such that
rUP
s2

(σi) = 3, i.e. there are two unprotected schools ranked above s2 in Qi. As only
one school is ranked in Q′

i up to this point, if we set Q′
i(2) = s2, then rUP

s2
(σ′

i) 6=
rUP
s2

(σi). Therefore, we set Q′
i(2) to be the preferred school not yet ranked, i.e.

Q′
i(2) = s1. By construction, we have rUP

s1
(σ′

i) < rUP
s1

(σi), meaning that ti has a
higher priority at s1 in σ′

i than in σi. By Lemma 3, if UPBOS i(σi, σ−i) = s1 then
UPBOS i(σ

′
i, σ−i) Q

′
i s1.

Third, Qi(3) = s7. The set of schools preferred to s∗3 not yet declared in Q′
i is

now {s2}. As two schools are already ranked in Q′
i, we set Q′

i(3) = s2 and get
rUP
s2

(σ′
i) = rUP

s2
(σi). ti has the same priority at s2 under σ′

i and σi. By Lemma 3,
if we have UPBOS i(σi, σ−i) = s2, then we have either UPBOS i(σ

′
i, σ−i) = s2

or UPBOS i(σ
′
i, σ−i) Q′

i s2. In the latter case, by the construction of σ′
i, ei-

ther we have UPBOS i(σ
′
i, σ−i) Pi s2 or we obtain a contradiction because, if

UPBOS i(σ
′
i, σ−i) = s6, then by the construction again we must have UPBOS i(σi, σ−i) =

UPBOS i(σ
′
i, σ−i) = s6. The set of schools preferred to s∗ not yet declared in Q′

i

is now empty.

Fourth, Qi(4) = s2. All school preferred to s∗3 have already been reported in Q′
i.

We set Qi(4) = s∗3 and the construction stops because, as this top-priority school
is protected in σ′

i, all schools ranked below s∗3 in Q′
i are not assignable.

Given any σ−i, ti has the same priority under both strategies at schools s2 and
s6, while she has a larger priority under σ′

i for school s1 and s∗3.

We now show that UPBOS i(σ
′
i, σ−i) Ri UPBOS i(σi, σ−i) for all σ−i. As the top-

priority school s∗ is protected under σ′
i we haveUPBOS i(σ

′
i, σ−i)Q

′
i s

∗. By construction,
we have for any assignable school s reported in Q′

i that ti has a priority at s as high
under σ′

i as under σi. Then we have by Lemma 3 that

UPBOSi(σ
′
i, σ−i) Q

′
i UPBOSi(σi, σ−i). (5)

We show that (5) is incompatible with UPBOS i(σi, σ−i) Pi UPBOS i(σ
′
i, σ−i). By

construction of Q′
i, any school s′ deemed worse than UPBOS i(σi, σ−i) that is ranked

above school UPBOS i(σi, σ−i) in Q′
i is also ranked above UPBOS i(σi, σ−i) in Qi. By
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construction again, ti has the same priority at such school s′ under both σi and σ′
i. Then,

the fact that ti is rejected from UPBOS i(σ
′
i, σ−i) under (σi, σ−i) is a contradiction to

Lemma 3.
Finally, there exists a profile σ∗

−i such that UPBOS i(σ
′
i, σ

∗
−i) = x′

i while UPBOS i(σi, σ
∗
−i) =

xi, which implies

UPBOSi(σ
′
i, σ

∗
−i) Pi UPBOSi(σi, σ

∗
−i).

The construction of such σ∗
−i is similar to the construction of σ′

−i proposed at the end
of the proof of Statement 1, and is therefore omitted.

Case 3: The set of schools reported in Qi is in oversupply.

We construct again another strategy (Q′
i, x

′
i) that dominates (Qi, xi) in UPBOS ,

while assuming without loss of generality that all assignable schools in (Qi, xi) are
acceptable.

Let a be the smallest natural such that the set containing the first a schools reported
in Qi is in oversupply. By assumption, we must have a ≥ 3. Let school s′ be the school
in this set reported last in Qi, i.e. s′ = Qi(a).

Statement 1: xi is not an assignable school of σi.

This case is such that none of the first a schools reported in Qi is protected in σi.
Consider first the case Qi(a − 1) Pi Qi(a). Strategy (Q′

i, x
′
i) is such that Q′

i = Qi

and x′
i = Qi(a− 1). The proof that (Q′

i, x
′
i) dominates (Qi, xi) follows the same line as

that used in Case 2 and is hence omitted.
Consider then the alternative case Qi(a) Pi Qi(a− 1). Strategy (Q′

i, x
′
i) is such that

Q′
i is obtained from Qi by swapping the two schools Qi(a) and Qi(a− 1):

Q′
i : Qi(1) Qi(2) . . . Qi(a− 2) Qi(a) Qi(a− 1) ti

and x′
i = Qi(a). We show that UPBOS i(σ

′
i, σ−i) Ri UPBOS i(σi, σ−i) for all σ−i. Take

any σ−i. As the first a schools are in oversupply, ti is assigned to one of these schools
under both strategies. The priority of ti at schools reported above Qi(a) and Qi(a− 1)
is the same under both strategies. As a result, if ti is assigned to a school different than
Qi(a) and Qi(a − 1) under one of the two strategies σi and σ′

i, then by Lemma 3 ti
is assigned to the same school under the other strategy. The priority of ti at Qi(a) is
higher under (Q′

i, x
′
i) than under (Qi, xi). As Qi(a) is reported earlier in Q′

i than in Qi, if
UPBOS i(σi, σ−i) = Qi(a) then by Lemma 3 we have UPBOS i(σ

′
i, σ−i) = Qi(a). Finally,

if UPBOS i(σi, σ−i) = Qi(a − 1), then we have either UPBOS i(σ
′
i, σ−i) = Qi(a − 1)

or UPBOS i(σ
′
i, σ−i) = Qi(a). Given that Qi(a) Pi Qi(a − 1) we have shown that

UPBOS i(σ
′
i, σ−i) Ri UPBOS i(σi, σ−i).

The construction of a profile σ′
−i such that UPBOS i(σi, σ

′
−i) = Qi(a − 1) and

UPBOS i(σ
′
i, σ

′
−i) = Qi(a) is omitted.

Statement 2: xi is a school less preferred to an acceptable top-priority school s∗.

If xi is not one of the first a schools reported in Qi, then the proof for Statement 1
shows that σi is dominated. There remains the case for which xi is one of the first a
schools reported in Qi.

The strategy (Q′
i, x

′
i) dominating (Qi, xi) is constructed such that x′

i = s∗ and Q′
i is

obtained using the procedure presented in the proof of Statement 2 for Case 2, but for
which the set of schools S r̂ is restricted to assignable schools of σi:

S r̂ = {s′ ∈ S|s′ = Qi(b) for some b ∈ {1, . . . , a}, s′ Pi s
∗ and Qi(r̂) Qi s

′}.

Observe that this modification does not change set S r̂ in Case 2, when all schools are
assignable. The modification guarantees that school s∗ is assignable in σ′

i, i.e. that the
schools reported above s∗ in Q′

i are not in oversupply. As a result, the proof showing
that σ′

i dominates σi proposed in Statement 2 for Case 2 still applies. �
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7.8 Proof Theorem 1

Statement 1: µ0 ∈ M0.

Take any NE of BOS Q0 supporting µ0. Consider the strategy profile σUP =
(Q0

i , Q
0
i (1))ti∈T , where the ordinal ranking of any ti is the one she uses in the NE of

BOS and the protected school is the school reported first in Q0
i . By construction, we

have FUP = F 0, where FUP and F 0 are the implicit priority structure respectively
associated to σUP in UPBOS and Q0 in BOS. As FUP = F 0 and the profile of ordinal
rankings is equal to Q0, we have that UPBOS (σUP ) = µ0.

There remains to show that σUP is a NE of UPBOS . We show for any student
ti and any school s′ with s′ Pi UPBOS i(σ

UP ) that there exists no strategy σ′
i such

that UPBOS i(σ
′
i, σ

UP
−i ) = s′. Assignment µ0 is stable since it is a NE-outcome of BOS

(Theorem 1 in Ergin and Sönmez (2006)). Therefore, there are qs′ students tk assigned
to s′ in µ0 such that tk Fs′ ti and Q0

k(1) = s′. If not, then BOSi(Q
′
i, Q

0
−i) = s′ for

Q′
i : s′ ti, a contradiction to Q0 being a NE of BOS. Finally, as xk = Q0

k(1) for these
qs′ students, they have higher implicit priority at s′ than ti for all strategies σ′

i. Thus
there is no strategy σ′

i such that UPBOS i(σ
′
i, σ

UP
−i ) = s′, the desired result.

Statement 2: If µ0 is not Pareto efficient, then there exists µ1 ∈ M0 such that µ1 6= µ0.

Let Md be the set of assignments that Pareto dominate µ0. By assumption, this
set is non-empty. For any µa ∈ Md, let T a be the set of students who have the same
assignment under µa and µ0, i.e. T a = {ti ∈ T | µa

i = µ0
i }. Let Sa be the set of schools

whose set of assigned students is different under µa and µ0, i.e.

Sa = {s ∈ S| there is ti for whom µa
i = s and µ0

i 6= s}.

We first show that all schools in Sa have no vacant seat under both µa and µ0. If
this holds, then assignment µa is obtained from µ0 by a Pareto improving exchange
cycle of seats at schools in Sa. Take any school s∗ ∈ Sa. As µa Pareto dominates µ0,
we have µa

i Pi µ
0
i for all ti ∈ T \Ta. By Theorem 1 in Ergin and Sönmez (2006), µ0 is

stable. Therefore µ0 is non-wasteful, which implies that school s∗ has no vacant seat in
µ0. Given that µa Pareto dominates µ0, all students assigned to a school under µ0 must
be assigned to a school under µa. By non-wastefulness again, no student in T \Ta can
be assigned to a seat that is vacant under µ0. Together, school s∗ has no vacant seat in
µa.

We construct a finite sequence of assignments (µg)g∈{2,3,...,N} ∈ Md and show that

the last assignment in the sequence belongs to M0. Let µ2 be any assignment in Md

such that #T 2 ≥ #T a for all µa ∈ Md. Take any g ∈ {2, 3, . . . , N}. The following three
steps check whether µg ∈ M0; and if µg /∈ M0, construct the next element µg+1.

• Step 1: Construct a profile σg = (Qg
i , xi)ti∈T for which UPBOS (σg) = µg.

– Qg
i : µ0

i ti and xi = µ0
i for all ti ∈ T g,

– Qg
i : µg

i µ0
i ti and xi = µ0

i for all ti /∈ T g.

Observe that this construction implies that students unassigned in µ0 report no
school.

We have shown above that all schools in Sg have no vacant seat under both µg and
µ0. Therefore, for any school s the construction of Qg is such that the number of
students ti for whom Qg

i (1) = s is exactly equal to the number of students assigned
to s under µg. As a result, no student is rejected after the first round of UPBOS

under σg and we obtain by construction that UPBOS (σg) = µg.

• Step 2: Construct Qg′

, a NE of BOS such that BOS(Qg′

) = µ0 and whose
implicit priority profile in BOS is the same as that of σg in UPBOS .

– Qg′

i : µ0
i ti for all ti ∈ T g,
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– Qg′

i : µ0
i µg

i ti for all ti /∈ T g.

We have by construction that BOS(Qg′

) = µ0. Profile Qg′

is a NE of BOS

because Qg′

i (1) = µ0
i for all ti and µ0 is stable (Theorem 1 in Ergin and Sönmez

(2006)). By construction, the implicit priority profiles respectively associated to
Qg′

in BOS and to σg in UPBOS are the same.16

• Step 3: If σg is not a NE of UPBOS , then there exists another µg+1 ∈ Md with
the following properties: µg+1

i = µg
i for all ti 6= tj , tk; #T g+1 = #T g; µg+1

j = µg
k

and µg+1
k = µg

j ; µ
g
j = µ0

k = µ0
j ; and tj Fµ

g

k
tk.

If σg is not a NE of UPBOS , then there a exists tj for whom UPBOS j(σ
′
j , σ

g
−j) =

s∗ for some s∗ Pj µ
g
j and some σ′

j . This implies that UPBOS j(σ
′′
j , σ

g
−j) = s∗ for the

particular σ′′
j = (Q′′

j , s
∗) with Q′′

j : s∗ tj . We show that µg+1 = UPBOS (σ′′
j , σ

g
−j)

has the desired properties.

First, we show that µg+1 ∈ Md. As µ0 is a stable assignment, there are by con-
struction at least qs∗ students t with t Fs∗ tj for whom µ0

t = s∗. By construction,
all students tl 6= tj protect in σg

−j the school they are assigned in µ0.17 Hence, all

students tl 6= tj have top-priority at µ0
l in the implicit priority profile associated

to (σ′′
j , σ

g
−j). As a result, we have by Lemma 3 that UPBOS l(σ

′′
j , σ

g
−j) Q

g
l µ0

l for
all tl 6= tj . By construction, this implies

UPBOSl(σ
′′
j , σ

g
−j) Rl µ

0
l for all tl 6= tj , (6)

which shows that µg+1 ∈ Md, as UPBOS j(σ
′
j , σ

g
−j) = s∗ Pj µ0

j .

We then show that #T g+1 = #T g and that there is a unique tk 6= tj for whom

µg+1
k 6= µg

k. As UPBOS i(σ
g) = Qg

i (1) for all ti, we have that only tj prefers her
assignment under µg+1 to her assignment under µg. This implies that there is no
student to 6= tj for whom to ∈ T g and to /∈ T g+1. As UPBOS j(σ

′′
j , σ

g
−j) = s∗

even if qs∗ students different than tj have top-priority at s∗ in the implicit priority
profile associated to (σ′′

j , σ
g
−j), there is at least one student tk for whom µg

k = s∗

and µg+1
k 6= s∗. As UPBOS l(σ

′′
j , σ

g
−j) Q

g
l µ0

l for all tl 6= tj , this implies µg+1
k = µ0

k,

and hence, tk /∈ T g and tk ∈ T g+1. Together, we have that #T g+1 ≥ #T g. By
definition of µ2, there exists no µa ∈ Md such that #T a > #T g = #T 2, which
yields #T g+1 = #T g. Therefore, there is a unique tk 6= tj for whom µg+1

k 6= µg
k.

Finally, we show that µg+1
k = µg

j ; µg
j = µ0

k = µ0
j ; and tj Fµ

g

k
tk. Given that

µg and µg+1 are both obtained from µ0 by a Pareto improving exchange cycle
of seats, we have that µ0

k, µ
0
j ∈ S. It also implies that µg+1 is obtained from µg

by an exchange cycle of seats between tj and tk (though not a Pareto improving

one). As µg+1
j = µg

k and given that tk is the only student other than tj for whom

µg+1
k 6= µg

k, we must have µg+1
k = µg

j . By construction of σg, this is only possible

if µg
j = µ0

k = µ0
j and tj Fµ

g

k
tk.

If σg is a NE of UPBOS , then µg = µN ∈ M0 and the proof is complete. There re-
mains to show that the sequence of assignments (µg)g∈{2,3,...,N} is finite. If the sequence
is finite, then for some N ∈ N there is no assignment µN+1 with the properties listed
in Step 3. In that case, Step 3 implies that σN is a NE of UPBOS , and µN ∈ M0, the
desired result.

We show that there can only exist a finite number of assignments with the properties
listed in Step 3. Consider the set of seats that are exchanged during the Pareto improv-
ing exchange cycle leading from µ0 to µ2. The properties listed in Step 3 imply that
this set of seat coincides with the set of seats exchanged during the Pareto improving
exchange cycle leading from µ0 to µg, for any g. Consider T \T g , i.e. the set of students
who hold these seats in µg and who prefer their assignment under µg over that under µ0.

16To be more precise, these priority profiles are the same if the ordinal rankings Q
g
i and Q

g′

i are
“completed” by reporting the remaining schools as unacceptable in the appropriate order.

17 Students tl who are unassigned in µ0 protect themselves (xl = tl).
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Crucially, the priority of students in T \T g at these seats never decrease with g. What
is more, the priority of tj at µg

k is strictly higher than the priority at µg
k of the student

tk from whom tj takes the seat in µg
k when moving from µg to µg+1. As the number of

students and seats is finite, this sequence must therefore be finite, the desired result.

Statement 3: If µ1 ∈ M0 and µ1 6= µ0, then µ1 Pareto dominates µ0

As µ1 is associated to µ0, there exist a NE of UPBOS σ1 supporting µ1 and a NE of
BOS Q0 supporting µ0 such that F 1 = F 0, where F 1 and F 0 are the respective implicit
priority profiles.

As µ1 6= µ0, it is sufficient to show that µ1
i Ri µ

0
i for all ti. Consider the contradic-

tion assumption according to which µ0
j Pj µ1

j for some tj . As σ1 is a NE of UPBOS ,

there is no strategy σ′
j such that UPBOS j(σ

′
j , σ

1
−j) = µ0

j . Hence, letting s′ = µ0
j , there

are qs′ students tk with tk Fs′ tj such that xk = s′. As F 1 = F 0, this implies that
there are qs′ students tk with tk Fs′ tj such that Q0

k(1) = s′. This is a contradiction to
BOSj(Q

0) = µ0
j = s′.

7.9 NE-outcome of UPBOS not associated to any NE-outcome

of BOS

This example is directly adapted from Example 6.2 in Haeringer and Klijn (2009). There
are three students and three schools, each endowed with one seat. The only stable
assignment is shown in bold in the preference profile. We present a NE of UPBOS

(Qi, xi)ti∈T whose outcome is boxed.

R1 R2 R3

s1 s3 s3
s∗3 s1 s

∗
2

s2 s2 s∗1

F1 F2 F3

t3 t3 t1
t1 t1 t2
t2 t2 t3

Q1 Q2 Q3

s1 s1 s3
ŝ∗3 s3 ŝ∗1
s2 ŝ2 s∗2

(7)

Student t2 prefers her assignment under the only stable assignment than the school
she is assigned under this NE-outcome. Yet, if t2 protects s3 instead of s2, she does not
obtain s3 because of the presence of the following rejection cycle:

• t3 is rejected from s3 and applies to s1,

• t1 is then rejected from s1 and applies to s3,

• t2 is rejected from s3 and is still assigned to s2.

The particularity of this equilibrium is that t3 creates a rejection chain by re-ranking s2
and s1 and protecting s1. But observe that t3 has top-priority both at s1 and s2, and
prefers the latter. So, t3 could guarantee a seat at s2 by playing (R3, s2) instead of σ3,
thereby securing a better assignment in the case she does not obtain s3.

7.10 Proof Proposition 6

Step 1: Take any w ≥ 1 and any student ti, if ti has no more than w acceptable schools,
then strategy σ∗

i = (Ri,Wi) where all acceptable schools are protected is dominant in
w-BOS .

Take any strategy σ′
i = (Q′

i,W
′
i ) with #Wi ≤ w, we show that strategy σ∗

i = (Ri,Wi)
where Wi contains all acceptable schools (weakly) dominates σ′

i in w-BOS . For any

σ′
−i, let FW∗

and FW ′

denote the implicit priority profiles respectively associated
to the strategy profiles (σ∗

i , σ
′
−i) and (σ′

i, σ
′
−i). Take any acceptable school s. As

s ∈ Wi, the priority of ti at s is as high under FW∗

as under FW ′

. By Lemma 3,
if w-BOS i(σ

′
i, σ

′
−i) = s, then we have w-BOS i(σ

∗
i , σ

′
−i) Ri s. We have just shown that
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w-BOS i(σ
∗
i , σ

′
−i) Ri w-BOS i(σ

′
i, σ

′
−i) for all σ′

−i for which w-BOS i(σ
′
i, σ

′
−i) = s is ac-

ceptable. The desired result follows from the fact that w-BOS i(σ
∗
i , σ

′
−i) cannot be an

unacceptable school.

Step 2: All students have a (truthful) dominant strategy in m-BOS.

As students cannot have more than m acceptable schools, Step 1 directly implies the
result.

Step 3: The assignment associated to the dominant strategy equilibrium in m-BOS is
the assignment associated to the dominant strategy equilibrium in DA.

By Step 2, any student ti has a dominant strategy in m-BOS of the form σ∗
i =

(Ri,Wi) where all acceptable schools are protected. This strategy is strategically equiv-
alent to σ′

i = (Ri,W
′
i ) where all schools are protected. Let σ′ be the dominant strategy

profile where all students play their strategy σ′
i. As all students protect all schools, the

implicit priority profile FW ′

associated to the strategy profiles σ′
i is equal to F . Then,

by the definition of w-BOS , we have w-BOS (σ′) = DA(R), where R is a dominant
strategy profile of DA (Dubins and Freedman, 1981).
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